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Abstract
Vertical eddy exchange coefficients in the surface laver in the middle Adriatic Sea were studied using boundary conditions for the heat
and sait fluxes and one dimensional modeling. Results for expérimental data are in concordance with those obtained from the model.
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Scope and methods
The main scope of this work was to study vertical eddy exchange in the

surface laver of the middle Adriatic using boundary conditions for heat and
sait fluxes and one dimensional modeling. The results brought up vertical
eddy exchange coefficients for the surface laver.

Data from the period January 1961 to December 1980 were used for cal-
culating vertical exchange coefficients on the seasonal scale. Data were
collected on the regular monthly or seasonal basis at océanographie sta-
tions of the transect Split-Gargano (Fig. 1). Measurements were done
mostly once a month (only exceptionally few times) but on différent dates.
Data were analyzed on an annual time scale, so that the data set extended
from t=l to t=365 days. Only the data with the same number of measure-
ments for standard océanographie depths (0, 10. 20, 30. 50, 75 and 100 m)
at stations 8.9.10,11.12 and 13 (Fig.l.) were used, while the data from the
depths below 100m were rare, and were not considered. On the basis of the
monthly mean values of bulk variables, heat and water fluxes were calcu-
lated for meteorological station Hvar.

Figure 1. The transect Split-Gargano in the middle Adriatic Sea.

The situation on the 5th August 1972. when measurements were perfor-
med every six hour was used for numerical experiment. Expérimental area
includes station 9 on the transcect Split-Gargano. Both température and
salinity at standard océanographie depths were measured as well as the
bulk variables. Hourly mean sum of incoming solar radiation was taken
from the Split station (1).
Eddy exchanges coefficient obtained from climatological data

L'sing boundary conditions in finite différence form and climatological
mean values for heat and water fluxes, and température and salinity for sur-
face and al 10 m depth. it was possible to détermine vertical eddy exchan-
ge coefficients in the surface laver: KT and Ks.

To smooth seasonal variability. introduced using data from différent
years and différent stations, ihc function of the form:

Y(l) = Ao + /4/sinf-^ r + <ff) + A^sinC—- t + tp2), 1

was least-square fitted to température data as well as to climatological heat
values. It was not possible to approximatc salinity data by a harmonie
function (2), so salinity means were determined averaging between
months.
Eddy exchange coefficients obtained front ID model

It is supposed that the surface laver turbulence mainly dépends on the
w ind forcing. The divergence and vorticity of the wind induced currents in
the open middle Adriatic are small (3). The wind induced currents in this
case may be described with the one-dimensional model. Only the vertical
mixing and the Coriolis force should be included in the model. The défi-
ned boundary conditions at sea surface describing air-sea interaction will
be the governing factors in Ihe model. The simples! method to describe air-

sea interaction using the measured meteorological data is the bulk method.
It is important to split this problem from a gênerai three-dimensional
model to obtain the clear idea how the boundary équations and the closu-
re model work for the vertical exchange.

The Mellor and Yamada (4; 5) Level II closure model was taken for the
closure. The Nihoul fonm (6) for the turbulent length scale including sur-
face and bottom boundary layers is used. The bulk method is applied (7:8)
to obtain surface boundary conditions for the heat exchange. Short wave
radiation atténuation coefficients are introduced according Jerlov (9) for
the optical water type 1B. The trapezoidal scheme (10) is used for the
Coriolis terni and turbulent exchange of momentum is obtained from the
implicit scheme (11). The scheme for the température and salinity conti-
nuity équations is the implicit scheme, the same as for the turbulent
exchange of momentum.

Results
Coefficients of vertical turbulent exchange in the surface laver were first

determined for both heat and sait. Surface boundary conditions were
applied and climatological means were taken for heat and water flux.
Function (1) was fitted to the data of heat flux and sea températures at
0 and 10 m. Vertical heat and sait gradients were determined from the dif-
férence between the surface and 10 m depth. Corrélation coefficient bet-
ween the vertical heat gradient and heat flux is 0.91 (significant at the
0.001 level). It allowed us to détermine vertical exchange coefficient for
heat using the least square method. Seasonal course of the vertical heal
exchange coefficient is shown in Fig.2. The value obtained by the least
square method is:
KT = 13.05 ± 0.09) • 1(H m2 s'
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Figure 2. Monthly mean values of eddy exchange coefficients for heat and sait for the surface
layer

Salinity in the surface layer during the heating season is proportional to
the différences P-E. while in autumn and winter salinity and P-E are oppo-
sed in phase. Earlier investigation (12) proved that north Italian rivers,
especiallv the Po River, influenced waters of the Jabuka Pit. When the ther-
mocline is well developed, lighter north Italian waters réside in the surfa-
ce layer and are transported by the SE current to the Split-Gargano transect
(13). They cause decrease of salinity in the surface layer. As a conséquen-
ce of ice melting. the largest Po runoff is observed in May which coïncides
with salinity spring minimum at the transect (14; 15). Less saline water
résides at the surface, since the mixing is prevented by the fully developed
thermocline and it seems that the influence from the Po River inflow could
be observed. For this reason, vertical coefficient of sait exchange for the
surface layer is determined using différent relations throughout the year. as
indicated in the schéma:

E - P Sepiember - April
E-P={ '

I E - (P + R) May - August
where R dénotes the quotient between the Po river inflow and the Adriatic
shelf area. Taking the Po river into account, corrélation coefficient between
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